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Abstract

at least one possible distractor (Krahmer and van
Deemter, 2012). Second, a question is referring if
it uniquely identifies one object in the image.
Figure 1 gives a game played by humans as an
example. In the image there are 8 candidate objects:
the referent object is the cow marked in green and
the distractors are the other 6 cows and the wooden
stick. The dialogue is highly effective: 80% of
the questions eliminate at least one distractor. The
figure shows for each question its answer, how
many distractors (#D) are left after each answer and
whether the question is effective or not effective.
The last question is not effective but it is referring,
it uniquely identifies the referent. Interestingly,
question 2 is also referring but not with respect to
the referent, so the dialogue needs to go on.
In the next section we review previous work.
Then, we define the metrics formally and calculate
them over the Guesswhat?! SOTA models. Finally,
we argue that models, differently from humans, do
not confirm their guess before guessing.

Task success is the standard metric used to
evaluate referential visual dialogue systems.
In this paper we propose two new metrics that
evaluate how each question contributes to the
goal. First, we measure how effective each
question is by evaluating whether the question
discards objects that are not the referent. Second, we define referring questions as those
that univocally identify one object in the image. We report the new metrics for human dialogues and for state of the art publicly available models on GuessWhat?!. Regarding our
first metric, we find that successful dialogues
do not have a higher percentage of effective
questions for most models. With respect to the
second metric, humans make questions at the
end of the dialogue that are referring, confirming their guess before guessing. Human dialogues that use this strategy have a higher task
success but models do not seem to learn it.

1

Introduction

GuessWhat?! (de Vries et al., 2017) is a cooperative
two-player referential visual dialogue game. One
player (the Oracle) is assigned a referent object in
an image, the other player (the Questioner) has to
guess the referent by asking yes/no questions.
Referential visual dialogue has a clear task success metric: whether the Questioner is able to correctly identify the referent at the end of the dialogue. The need of going beyond this metric to
evaluate the quality of the dialogues has already
been observed. So far attention has been put on the
linguistic skills of the models (Shukla et al., 2019;
Shekhar et al., 2019) and their dialogue strategies (Shekhar et al., 2018; Pang and Wang, 2020).
But still the models are evaluated without considering how much each question contributes to the
goal. We propose two new metrics for evaluating
questions. First, a question is effective if it rules out

2

Previous work

Despite recent progress in the area of vision and
language, recent work (Jain et al., 2019) in the
navigation task (VLN) argues that current research
leaves unclear how much of a role language plays
in this task. They point out that dominant evaluation metrics have focused on goal completion rather
than how each action contributes to the goal. Historically, the performance of VLN models has been
evaluated with respect to the objective of reaching the goal location (Anderson et al., 2018). The
nature of the path an agent takes, however, is of
clear practical importance: it is undesirable for any
robotic agent in the physical world to reach the
destination by taking a lot of deviation or getting
into dangerous zones. Jain et al. (2019) propose
alternative metrics that evaluate the intermediate
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Human question
1. is it a cow?
2. is it the big cow in the middle?
3. a cow on the left?
4. in the front?
5. first cow near us on the right?

Answer
yes
no
no
yes
yes

#D
6
5
3
0
0

Effective
True
True
True
True
False

Figure 1: Human-human dialogue on the Guesswhat?! referential task extracted from (de Vries et al., 2017). The
referent is highlighted in green. #D is the number of distractors remaining after the question is answered. Four
out of five questions eliminate distractors and, hence, are effective according to our definition. The last question is
referring with respect to the intended referent.

that generate questions explicitly modelling the dialogue history (Zhang et al., 2018; Shukla et al.,
2019; Pang and Wang, 2020).1

steps taken towards the goal for the VLN task.
As argued by (Lowe et al., 2019), the vast majority of recent papers on emergent communication
show that adding a communication channel leads
to an increase in task success. This is a useful indicator, but provides only a coarse measure of the
agent’s learned communication abilities. As we
move towards more complex environments, it becomes imperative to have a set of finer tools that
allow qualitative and quantitative insights into the
emergence of communication. This may be especially useful to allow humans to monitor agents’
behaviour, whether for fault detection, assessing
performance, or even building trust.
Following this idea of not only focusing on goal
completion but on evaluating how much each step
contributes to the goal, in this paper we propose
two new metrics for referential dialogue. We agree
with (Thomason et al., 2019) that incremental evaluation metrics such as ours should look further back
into the dialogue history. We believe that language
and vision systems should also be evaluated on aspects such as grammatically, truthfulness, diversity
and other aspects as done in previous work (Lee
et al., 2018; Ray et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2020; Murahari et al., 2019). In this paper we focus on whether
a question is effective and referential considering
the dialogue history and the visual context.
One of the motivations for referential visual dialogue is to provide robots with the ability to identify objects through dialogue with a human as the
robot moves. The task we address in this paper is a
simplification. In our setup, the view of the robot
is static, it is a picture. For our work we use the
GuessWhat?! dataset (de Vries et al., 2017).
Recently, Sankar et al. (2019) showed that several end-to-end dialogue systems do not take dialogue history into account. In this paper we are
particularly interested in the GuessWhat?! models

3

Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

In this section we briefly introduce the dataset and
we define the evaluation metrics that we use.
3.1

GuessWhat?!

GuessWhat?! (de Vries et al., 2017) is a cooperative
game where two players talk in order to identify an
object in an image. The player known as the Questioner has to guess the referent by asking yes/no
questions. The other player, the Oracle, knows
the referent object and answers the questions. The
GuessWhat?! dataset contains games of different
complexity, ranging from easy images with the referent and only one distractor, to images with up to
19 distractors. The dataset is composed of more
than 150k human-human dialogues containing an
average of 5.3 questions in natural language created by turkers playing the game on MS COCO
images (Lin et al., 2014).
3.2

Effective and referring questions

Our definition of effective question is based on the
set of candidate objects: the reference set RS. We
compute RS for each question qt . The reference
set before the dialogue starts, RS(q0 ), contains all
the objects in the image. That is, it contains the list
of objects annotated in the dataset and given to the
Oracle model. Human Oracles did not have access
to this list. At each dialogue turn t, RS(qt ) is the
set of objects in RS(qt−1 ) such that the answer A
to qt on those objects is the same than the answer
to qt on the referent r. All answers A are computed
using the Oracle proposed in (de Vries et al., 2017)
1
Unfortunately, the code or test dialogues of some previous
work are not available (Zhang et al., 2018; Shukla et al., 2019).
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whose accuracy on the test set is 79%. Formally:

and chooses the referent conditioned by the dialogue and the image features. The Reinforcement
RS(qt ) := {oi ∈ RS(qt−1 ) | A(qt , oi ) = A(qt , r)} Learning (RL) model (Strub et al., 2017) casts the
problem into a reinforcement learning task and
We say that a question qt is not effective iff
trains the previous model with policy gradient. The
RS(qt ) = RS(qt−1 ); that is, the question does
Visually-Grounded State Encoder (GDSE) models,
not exclude any distractor. In our definition, an
both Supervised Learning (SL) and Cooperative
effective question excludes at least one distractor; Learning (CL) (Shekhar et al., 2019) use a visually
hence, RS(qt ) ⊂ RS(qt−1 ). The effectiveness of
grounded dialogue state that takes the visual feathe dialogue is given by the percentage of effective
tures and each new question to create a shared repquestions it has. In the example given in Figure 1, resentation used for both QGen and Guesser. They
the last question of the dialogue, namely, “first
differ in that SL is trained in a supervised fashion
cow near us on the right?” is not effective by our
while CL samples new objects from pictures and
definition. Strictly speaking, it does not exclude
makes the agents train in a cooperative learning
any distractor and the human could have guessed
fashion on those artificially generated games. Last,
after turn 4. This last question verifies the guessed
Visual Dialogue State Tracking (VDST) (Pang and
referent by constructing a referring expression for Wang, 2020) extends the QGen with a represenit that is relative to the speaker’s position. We say
tation of the probability of each object being the
that this question is referring.
referent.
We say that a question qt is referring wrt the refFor each of the models, we calculate the refererent r iff A(qt , r) = “yes” and A(qt , oi ) = “no”
ence sets for each question in their dialogues. We
for all other objects oi in the image. As we do with
calculated the percentage of effective questions in
effectiveness, we calculate A by using the Oracle
each dialogue comparing failed and successful diamodel (de Vries et al., 2017) repeateadly over all
logues. For the last question in each dialogue we
objects. That is, if a question uniquely identifies
calculate whether it is effective and/or referring.
the referent then its answer is “yes” only for the
referent. In the example in Figure 1, the last ques4.2 Results
tion is not effective but it is referring, it uniquely
identifies the referent. Interestingly, question 2 is
In this section we first exemplify our metrics
also referring but not with respect to the referent, so
over dialogues generated by two models and then
the dialogue needs to go on. One may expect that
present the quantitative results.
referring questions are realized using the definite
Figure 2 shows an example of both metrics on a
determiner “the” as in question 2, but this is not
game on which VDST and CL are successful. Efalways the case as observed in question 5.
fectiveness is 60 for VDST and 40 for CL. Our definition of effectiveness not only accounts for ques4 Experiments and results
tion repetitions, but it also captures paraphrases
and context-dependent redundancies. Examples of
In this section we describe the GuessWhat!? SOTA
context dependent redundancy can be seen for both
models for which the code or the test set dialogues
systems. In the VDST dialogue, 4 is redundant
have been released and we present our results.
because, in this image, there is no cake that is both
4.1 Models and experiments
in the front and in the top. In CL dialogue, question
2 is redundant because all cakes in the image are
Models usually implement the Questioner player
dark brown. There are no referring questions in
using two agents: the QGen which generates the
the VDST dialogue. The CL dialogue finishes with
questions and the Guesser which takes a finished
a referring and effective question that is realized
dialogue and makes a guess for the referent.
using a definite article. The question even includes
We took the dialogues generated by different
the connector “so” giving the feeling that the sysSOTA models on the test set of the split defined
tem intends to verify its guess. However, the same
in (de Vries et al., 2017). The Baseline (BL) model
proposed by de Vries et al. (2017) is an encoder- system uses a definite determiner in question 3 as
if the question was referring but it is not (there are
decoder architecture conditioned by image and
three dark brown cakes).
dialogue features for the QGen. Its Guesser is
a MLP that embeds the list of candidate objects
We report quantitative results for humans and
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VDST
1. is it food?
2. is it in the left?
3. is it in the front?
4. is it in the top?
5. in the middle?

yes
yes
yes
no
no

GDSE-CL
1. is it food?
2. is it a cake?
3. is it the dark brown?
4. is it the entire cake?
5. so the most left of the brown ones?

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Figure 2: Dialogues generated by VDST and CL in a successful game. Non effective in italics. There are no
referring questions in the VDST dialogue. The CL dialogue finishes with a referring and effective question that is
realized using a definite article.

for the 5-question and 8-question setups for SOTA
models. Table 1 shows average number of questions (#Q), task success (TS) and effectiveness for
each of the models and the human dialogues. The
table also shows the percentage of dialogues whose
last turn is effective and/or referring.
The results suggest that models make more noneffective questions than one may expect. Surprisingly, successful dialogues generated by models do
not have a higher percentage of effective questions.
Even for humans, effectiveness is not considerably
higher for successful dialogues. Human effectiveness is higher in almost every column of the table,
the VDST model is close. Humans do not see
the list of annotated objects as the Guesser models do. They rely on their sight on the image and
they may ask questions that discard objects present
in the image but not annotated in the dataset and
hence not part of the reference set we calculate.
All of these questions are marked as non-effective
because they discard objects invisible to our metric
and to the models. Hence, human effectiveness
could be higher than we have calculated using the
GuessWhat?! dataset object annotations.
Humans and models alike ask non-effective questions mostly at the end of the dialogue. The effectiveness decreases as dialogue progresses for
models and humans and reaches its lowest level
in the last turn as shown in Table 1. Interestingly,
models and humans seem to be using the last turn
for different purposes. 26% of human dialogues
end with a referring question while the model that
reaches the highest value for this metric has only
a 7%. We found that human task success for the
dialogues that end with a referring question is 95%
while it is 80% for the rest.
4.3

achieves high accuracy on the test set, this accuracy is actually measured on human-generated
questions. In this section we evaluate this Oracle calculating its accuracy for different types of
questions. We also report the different types of
questions that the systems produce. The types of
questions generated by systems show a distribution
shift from those generated by humans. We argue
that machine-generated questions are easier and
the performance of the Oracle should be equal or
higher for them than for the human ones.
Following Shekhar et al. (2019), we classify
questions into different types and evaluate the Oracle accuracy for each type. We distinguish between
eight types of questions. The first type are those
that include a noun representing the category of the
referent (e.g., ‘is it a dog?’); we use the categories
of objects defined in MS COCO (Lin et al., 2014).
Then we consider questions about properties usually realized as adjectives or prepositional phrases.
We make a distinction between color, shape, size,
texture, location, and action questions. The classification is done by extracting keywords for each
question type from the human dialogues, and then
assigning each question to as many types as it fits.
A question may be tagged with several attribute
classes if more than one keyword is present. E.g.,
“Is it the white one on the left?” is classified as
both color and location. The list of keywords is
available in (Shekhar et al., 2019).
In Table 2 we can see that the distribution of
types of questions varies from model to model and
differs to the distribution in humans. Humans make
more questions about the color, size, shape of the
target as well as about the action that the target is
performing (e.g. “is she skiing?”). Some models
make more questions about the object (e.g. BL,
SL and CL) and about the location (e.g. RL and
VDST). The table also reports the Oracle accuracy
on the human dataset per type of question. The

Analysis of Oracle accuracy

The computation of both metrics involves using
an automatic Oracle. Even though this Oracle
22

Model

#Q

TS

BL (de Vries et al., 2017)
SL (Shekhar et al., 2019)
RL (Strub et al., 2017)
CL (Shekhar et al., 2019)
BL (de Vries et al., 2017)
SL (Shekhar et al., 2019)
RL (Strub et al., 2017)
CL (Shekhar et al., 2019)
VDST (Pang and Wang, 2020)
Humans (H) (de Vries et al., 2017)

8
8
8
8
5
5
5
5
5
5.3

40.7
49.7
56.3
58.4
40.8
47.8
58.4
53.7
64.4
84.1

All
26.4
29.1
32.6
30.2
38.8
42.2
48.6
44.7
52.9
56.9

Effectiveness
Failure Success
27.5
24.7
31.4
26.9
36.5
29.6
32.3
28.6
39.8
37.4
44.6
39.9
52.9
45.1
47.8
42.6
57.4
51.0
54.7
57.3

Last Turn
Effective Referring
4.2
4.46
7.4
5.64
3.5
2.60
7.6
6.08
11.9
5.20
16.4
7.42
23.0
2.68
18.5
6.32
28.7
1.82
33.6
26.01

Table 1: Task success (TS), Effectiveness and Last Turn Effectiveness by model in the test set. Effectiveness is
reported for all dialogues and dialogues ending in failure or success. For VDST we only report the results for
5 question dialogues as we only had access to these dialogues. For the last turn of the dialogues we report the
percentage of effective and referring questions.

Type Acc BL SL RL CL VDST H
Obj 94 49.00 48.08 24.00 46.40 36.44 38.12
Color 63 2.75 13.00 0.12 12.51 0.01 15.50
Shape 67 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.30
Size 60 0.02 0.33 0.02 0.39 0.01 1.38
Tex 70 0.00 0.33 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.89
Loc 67 47.25 37.09 74.80 38.54 64.80 40.00
Act
65 1.34 7.97 0.66 7.60 0.30 7.59
Other 75 1.12 5.28 0.49 5.90 0.03 8.60

hardest types of question for the Oracle are color
and size questions. All models ask fewer of these
questions than humans. Also most models, except
for VDST and RL, ask more object questions than
humans; this is the type of question for which the
Oracle has the highest accuracy. The models VDST
and RL ask more location questions. However, we
have manually observed that the location questions
that cause more errors for the Oracle are questions
regarding order (e.g. “the third counting from the
left?”). Such questions constitute 8% of the human
questions and have an accuracy of 58% but are
not made by VDST and RL. The type of location
questions asked by VDST are illustrated in Figure 2.
We have argued that models make questions that are
easier for the Oracle than those made by humans.
We hypothesize that the Oracle accuracy is then
higher for machine-generated questions. We will
investigate this hypothesis further in future work.

5

Table 2: Oracle accuracy per type of question and question distribution for the models. We report BL, SL, RL
and CL question type distribution with 8 questions, and
VSDT with 5 questions and the human dialogues.

accomplish reference identification other than asking effective questions. One of such strategies is
captured by our second metric: questions that may
not be effective but are referring.
Humans seem to use the last turn to confirm their
guess before guessing. Human dialogues that confirm the guess using a referring questions have a
higher task success than those which do not. We
plan to explore whether models can learn to confirm their guess before guessing. As future work
we plan to refine our referring metric. We have
observed that some dialogues do not make explicit
the object category in the confirmation. E.g. “the
one near us on the right?” in Figure 1. By our definition, this question would not be referring because
it is also true for the wooden stick.
We believe that our metrics could be heuristics
that guide the training of end-to-end models.

Conclusions

We proposed two new metrics for evaluating Guesswhat?! dialogues. Effectiveness, as we defined it,
evaluates whether the question can rule out at least
one possible distractor. We consider a question to
be effective if it is able to make the reference set
smaller both if the question is answered with ‘yes’
as well as if it is answered with ‘no’. We observe
that it decreases as dialogues advance and reaches
its lowest level in the last turn. We also find that
successful dialogues do not have a higher percentage of effective questions. This is surprising, and
hints at the fact that there are other strategies to
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